1 AbstractThe flow characteristic around two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement located near a plane wall were investigated experimentally in a uniform flow at a Reynolds Number of 5.3 x 10 4 . The center to center spacing between the two cylinders relative to the cylinder diameter was constantly maintained at P/D = 1.5. The pressure distributions along the surface of the cylinder and the plane wall were measured by varying the gap-to-diameter of cylinder ratio (G/D) in the range of 0 < G/D < 0.467. Surface oil-film techniques were used to investigate the flow patterns on the cylinder. The result showed that for upstream cylinder, in the gap-to-diameter ratio G/D < /D, there is no stagnation point at front side of the upstream cylinder; it is gradually raised as the gap increase. For the downstream cylinder, a peak on the lower side of the front side of the cylinder is apparent in each of the pressure distributions. This peak represents the reattachment of shear layer that separates from lower side of the upstream cylinder. The reattachment point tends to move forward close to the angular position of  = 0 o as the gap ratio increase. The shear layer bifurcates into two shear layers. One shear layer continues in the downstream direction, and the other shear layer flows in the upstream direction.
circular cylinder is one of the elementary shapes of stuctures used in engineering practice, and several cylinders are often used in groups. Different studies show that many interesting and unexpected fluid phenomena may occur when bodies are placed one beside the other, and grouping effect of bodies is a very interesting subject of fundamental research in fluid mechanics [1] . Two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement is a simple case of an array of multiple structures. Moreover, this array of multiple circular cylinders are also often located near a flat plate, and it is an interesting topic to be investigated. This kind of study can be applied to many engineering problems such as undersea pipelines, building constructions, and tubes in heat exchangers, etc.
In the previous research, there are many studies on circular cylinders as research subject, such as two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement or a circular cylinder placed near a wall. For two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement the authors pointed out that bistable flow occurs at a critical spacing, and before this critical spacing fluctuating lift and drag forces acting on the downstream cylinder are very sensitive to the spacing between the cylinders [1] . For a circular cylinder placed Triyogi Yuwono, Wawan Aries Widodo, Heru Mirmanto and Fahmi Fahreza are with Department of Mechanical Engineering, FTI, Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, Surabaya, 60111, Indonesia, E-mail: triyogi@me.its.ac.id. near a plane wall, the author reported that drag coefficient of cylinder was almost unaffected by the gap-todiameter ratio until the gap was about the same as the thickness of the wall boundary layer, but lift coefficient depended strongly on the gap-to-diameter ratio [2]. In addition, the authors confirmed that as the gap ratio increases, the drag coefficient of the cylinder is increased [3] . Despite the larger number of studies on both two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement and circular cylinder placed near a plane wall, there have been very few studies on two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement placed near a plane wall. Hence, the aim of this study is to investigate the characteristics of flow of two circular cylinders in tandem arrangement placed near a plane wall.
This study, on the relatively simple case of two stationary circular cylinders of equal diameters in tandem arrangement with constant spacing are placed near a plane wall. It is subjected to a steady cross flow with varying gaps between wall and cylinders.
II. METHOD
The experiments were carried out in a subsonic open circuit wind tunnel with test section of 660 mm in height, 660 mm in width, and 1,780 mm in length. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the cylinder configurations and different parameters under investigation. Two PVC tubes were used as models which had external diameters, D, of 60 mm and at the two ends of the cylinders spanning the wind tunnel test-
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Triyogi Yuwono 1 , Wawan Aries Widodo 1 , Heru Mirmanto 1 , and Fahmi Fahreza 1 A section. It gives length to diameter ratio and geometric blockage ratio (diameter-to-wind tunnel height ratio) was the same value of 9.1 %. As a plane wall, a smooth acrylic flat plate of 6 mm in thickness and 1,160 mm in length was installed 100 mm above the bottom surface of the test section. The leading edge of the plate was sharpedge with an angle of 30 o . The upstream of cylinders arrangement was located at 430 mm downstream from the leading edge of the flat plate. The free stream velocities in the wind tunnel was constantly maintained at 14 m/s, corresponding to Reynolds number of R e = 5.3 x 10 4 (based on diameter of circular cylinder D and the free stream velocity). The boundary layer thickness formed over the flat plate at the upstream cylinder location has been measured as  = 15.2 mm. The center to center spacing between the two cylinders relative to the cylinder diameter was constantly maintained at P/D = 1.5. The gap distance between the bottom of the cylinders and the plane wall relative to the cylinder diameter (G/D) were varied from 0 to 0.467. To measure the pressure distribution on the cylinders surface and on the plane wall, the 72 pressure taps with interval 5 o were installed on the wall of circular cylinder and the 52 pressure taps were installed on the plane wall at -5 < x/D < 10.5, where x/D = 0 is the positon of the center of upstream cylinder. The pressure taps were connected to an inclined kerosene manometer, it makes possible to measure the pressure distribution around the circular cylinder. Room temperature was measured using a thermometer, and this temperature was used to calculate the fluid density and viscosity. Surface oil-film techniques were used to investigate the flow patterns on the circular cylinder. A mixture composed of kerosene, titanium dioxide, silicone oil with ratio of 1:4:1 in weight was used for surface oil-flow visualization. The circular cylinders wrapped in a black paper of 0.2 mm in thickness was uniformly smeared with the mixture, and then cylinders in configuration were placed inside the wind tunnel to obtain a surface oil-flow pattern. Finally, the paper was carefully unwrapped from the cylinder, and a photograph was taken by using a digital camera.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Pressure Distribution
The pressure coefficient (C p ) distributions around the upstream cylinder at the Reynolds number (Re) = 5.3 x 10 4 are shown in Figure 2 .
The Figure 2 The Figure 2 (b) shows the distribution of C p for 0.2 < G/D < 0.467 compared to the distribution of C p at the centerline of wind tunnel. The results show that the distributions of C p tend to be more symmetric than the C p of G/D < 0.2. In these gaps, the stagnation points are gradually raised and the position of the separation points are still aft of that one of the tandem arrangement positioned at the centerline of wind tunnel. Figure 3 shows the pressure coefficient (C p ) distributions around the downstream cylinder at the Reynolds number (Re) = 5.3 x 10 4 . Figure 3 (a) shows the distribution of C p of downstream cylinder for G/D < 0.2. The results show that the distributions of C p are completely asymmetric. A peak on the lower side of the front side of the downstream cylinder is apparent in each of the pressure distributions. This peak represents the reattachment of shear layer that separates from lower side of the upstream cylinder. The reattachment point tends to move forward close to the angular position of  = 0 o as the gap ratio increases. From the reattachment points, the shear layer bifurcates into two shear layers. One shear layer continues in the downstream direction and the other shear layer flows in the upstream direction, which the authors called the backward and the forward shear layers, respectively [1] . Figure 4 shows the pressure distribution along the plane wall as function of the gap ratio between the cylinder arrangement and the wall (G/D) for Re = 5.3 x 10 4 . The pressures were measured in range of -5 < X/D < 10.5. Figure 4 (a) shows the pressure distribution along the plane wall for G/D < 0.2. The results show that the upstream surface pressure decreases as the gap ratio increases. Two minimum pressures are observed at the downstrean of each cylinders, and these minimum pressures increase as the gap ratio increases. As the flow moves downstream, the negative pressures recover to static pressure. It is also observed that the location of minimum pressures move downstream as the gap ratio increase. These tendencies are also observed for 0.267 < G/D < 0.467, as shown in Figure 4 Figure 5 (a) , for cylinder upstream, the result of comparison does not always agree. Based on the numerical result by authors, the flows were accelerated in the lower side (in the gap between cylinder and plane wall), it is contrary to the experimental result of this present study [5] . For the downstream cylinder, the result of comparison gives enough agreement, as shown in Figure 5 (b). Enough agreement was also shown by the result of comparison between the present study and numerical results by [5] for pressure distribution at the plane wall, as shown in Figure 5 (c). Figure 6 (a), (b) and (c) show the comparison of pressure distibutions for G/D = 0.267 between present study and numerical results by authors [5] . For cylinder upstream, cylinder downstream and plane wall respectively. As indicated in Figure 6 (a) , for cylinder upstream, the result of comparison give close agreement. Moreover, for the downstream cylinder, the result of comparison gives good agreement, as shown in Figure 6 (b). A good agreement was also shown by the result of comparison between the present study and numerical results by [5] for pressure distribution at the plane wall, as shown in Figure 6 (c) . As indicated in Figure 7 (a), for upstream cylinder the coefficient of pressure drag (C Dp ) tends to increase as the gap increase for G/D < 0.467. Then C Dp will be practically close to the coefficient pressure drag of the upstream cylinder in the centerline of wind tunnel (C Dp0-1 =1.03), when the gap increase for G/D > 0.467. For downstream cylinder, the C Dp tends to be zero when the gap increase for G/D < 0.467. For the gap G/D more than 0.467, the C Dp tends to decrease close to the coefficient of pressure drag of the downstream cylinder in the centerline of wind tunnel (C Dp0-2 = -0.3). Figure 7(b) shows that the coefficient of pressure lift (C Lp ) of the upstream cylinder tends to decrease as the gap increases for G/D < 0.467. Then the C Lp will close to zero as the gap increases for G/D > 0.467. It means that, in general for G/D > 0.467, the interaction beetween the plane wall and cylinder will be weak and the flow distributions will be symmetric as the gap increases. It will give the value C Dp come near to C Dp0 and the value of C Lp tends to zero.
B. Coefficient of Drag and Lift
Furthermore, this ratio of gap to cylinder diameter (G/D > 0.467) is clearly more than the ratio of boundary layer thickness to cylinder diameter (/D = 0.253). It means that the position of cylinder is in the outside of boundary layer, so the influence of boundary layer to the flow around the cylinder becomes weaker than if the cylinder is closed to the plan wall. 
C. Flow Visualization
